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I.  Introduction 
 

 Recent and projected growth of mobile commerce is amazing by almost any measure.  In the 
United States, mobile commerce sales hit US$1.2 billion in 2009 and are project to grow to over US$2.4 
billion in 2010 and almost US$24 billion in 2015.  Internet retailer eBay reported over US$380 million in 
sales through its iPhone app and mobile commerce site for the first nine months of 2009.  The numbers 
are similarly striking in international markets.  In Korea, 85% of the population is involved in some type 
of mobile commerce.  And in Japan, more than 50 million people have mobile phones capable of 
performing mobile wallet functions, including contactless payments.  Overall, the number of mobile 
subscribers worldwide is expected to exceed five billion in 2010.  
 
 While these numbers show amazing growth, the breadth of solutions that make up "mobile 
commerce" is equally impressive.  Mobile commerce can encompass a wide range of products and 
solutions, from app stores, mobile wallets, and mobile coupons, to bill-to-mobile services, person-to-
person transfers, and near field communications (NFC) payments.  Each business model raises a unique 
set of legal issues – some of which are readily addressed by existing laws and others which require deeper 
analysis and open minds to fill gaps between legacy laws and cutting edge technologies.   
 
 This article: (1) offers one approach to organizing and classifying the many different mobile 
commerce business models, as the first step in assessing the legal issues applicable to a particular 
business model, and (2) summarizes some of the core and emerging U.S. legal issues applicable to mobile 
commerce solutions. 
 

II.  Classifying the Many Different Mobile Commerce Business Models 
 
 One way of organizing the wide range of mobile commerce business models is by considering the 
primary purpose of the transactions available through each solution and the relative proximity of the 
parties involved in a mobile commerce transaction.  (See Table Below.)
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 Identifying the primary purpose of the mobile commerce transaction (e.g., commerce, transfer 
money, view financial information, advertise) narrows the list of potential legal issues by focusing on 
regulated activities and consumer expectations.  Highlighting the proximity of the transaction helps 
explain the potential technologies that are likely to be used, helps a provider determine its options for 
delivering legally required point-of-sale disclosures and account applications, and identifies how many 
parties will directly interact with consumers in connection with the transaction – thereby allowing 
appropriate allocations of legal risks and responsibilities. 
 

III.  Select U.S. Legal Issues Applicable to Mobile Commerce 
 
 Depending on how a particular mobile commerce solution is structured, it could implicate a 
number of U.S. legal issues, including Federal and state gift certificate laws, unclaimed property laws, 
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consumer credit laws such as the Truth in Lending Act and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, the 
Electronic Funds Transfer Act, the NACHA Rules, Federal anti-money-laundering laws ("AML"), 
Federal laws regulating "money services businesses," the Telephone Consumer Protection Act and the 
CAN-SPAM Act, rules of credit and debit card associations such as Visa and MasterCard, Federal and 
state banking laws, and Federal and state privacy and data security laws.  Legal issues are multiplied 
when a mobile commerce solution is available internationally, but, just as mobile phones roam, mobile 
commerce solutions raise international legal issues simply because they are mobile.  
 
 Set forth below are some emerging mobile commerce models and some of the unique legal issues 
presented by each model. 
 
 1. Mobile Wallets 
 
 Today, "mobile wallets" generally allow users to access from their handsets prepaid value in an 
online account to purchase goods and services.  As NFC solutions roll out, a mobile wallet will be the 
user interface that allows a subscriber to manage various NFC payment cards stored in the secure element 
of the mobile handset.    
 
 Mobile wallet solutions centered around prepaid value can implicate the recently enacted Federal 
Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 ("CARD Act") and state gift 
certificate laws.  These laws restrict or prohibit expiration dates and service or dormancy fees, require 
conspicuous disclosure of certain terms, and occasionally mandate that prepaid issuers provide cash back 
for unused amounts.  The CARD Act in particular broadly applies to codes and devices, and the Official 
Staff Interpretations of the Card Act contemplates that mobile solutions can be covered. 
 
 Prepaid mobile wallets also implicate state "unclaimed property" laws in the U.S.  Under 
unclaimed property laws, states may take possession of certain property that is held by a business if the 
property remains "unclaimed" for a specified period of time.  Unclaimed property laws can apply to the 
value associated with prepaid mobile wallet accounts.  Companies that offer these types of solutions may 
therefore need to design mechanisms to track and remit unclaimed funds.  These compliance obligations 
may be even more acute for offerors of prepaid mobile wallets (as opposed to physical prepaid cards) 
because offerors of prepaid mobile wallets often know the identities and/or locations of their users, 
thereby necessitating a review of unclaimed property compliance on a 50-state basis. 
 
 Prepaid mobile wallets can also raise issues under the NACHA Rules if users can fund their 
prepaid accounts by routing funds from their bank accounts using the ACH system.  Today, the NACHA 
Rules do not clearly address how to satisfy written authentication requirements in a mobile context, nor 
do they include provisions directly applicable to mobile payments.  Although NACHA is considering 
changes to the NACHA Rules purportedly to address mobile payments, it is proposing to apply the 
"WEB" rules, which are applicable to Internet-based ACH transactions.  Such proposal raises new 
questions and makes mobile commerce more difficult.  For instance, the security encryption requirements 
in the proposal effectively prohibit ACH transactions through text messages, which is the most common 
functionality across all handsets. 
 
 NFC mobile wallets also raise issues regarding the legal roles, rights and responsibilities of 
trusted service managers ("TSMs").  TSMs are emerging participants in the mobile wallet ecosystem that 
store, transmit and process sensitive information necessary to provision mobile handsets with payment 
card account information and authenticate transactions.  Providers of solutions who rely on TSMs must 
carefully assess the allocation of risk associated with the transmission, use and storage of sensitive data 
through TSMs, as well as transition plans in the event of termination.  
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 2. Bill-to-Mobile Payment Solutions 
 
 "Bill-to-mobile" solutions are another fast-growing mobile commerce model garnering recent 
attention.  Bill-to-mobile solutions enable users to make certain types of purchases using their mobile 
phone numbers, and have the charges billed directly to their monthly wireless service bills.  To use bill-
to-mobile services, users simply select the "bill-to-mobile" option from the payment options presented at 
the check-out page and then enter their mobile numbers and or other identifiers.  Typically, the service 
provider will then send a text message to the user, to which the user must reply with a "yes" or other code 
in order to confirm the payment authorization and receive the digital content.  The user thereafter remits 
payment to his or her wireless service provider as part of his or her monthly charges.  Mobile operators 
then remit payment to the bill-to-mobile provider, who in-turn remits payment to the applicable 
merchants.   
 
 Depending upon how bill-to-mobile services are structured, some parties in the pipeline may find 
themselves subject to regulation under consumer credit laws such as the Truth in Lending Act ("TILA") 
that can require detailed consumer disclosures and give rise to a variety of consumer rights.  For instance, 
if a service provider or mobile operator assesses charges that could be construed as interest or finance 
charges (as opposed to a standard usage fee) or if they permit users to repay amounts over the course of 
more than four payment cycles (i.e., carry balances) the service could be viewed as an extension of credit 
under TILA.  As such the service provider or mobile operator could be obligated to comply with TILA's 
detailed disclosure and other requirements regarding the cost of credit.  Similarly, such services could 
also be considered "credit" that is subject to the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Fair Credit 
Reporting Act and other consumer credit legislation. 
 
 3. Person to Person Mobile Payments 
 
 Person-to-Person ("P2P") mobile payments also can give rise to unique legal issues.  P2P 
solutions such as PayPal Mobile enable individual users to transmit money to each other via their mobile 
devices for virtually any purpose.  For instance, a registered PayPal mobile user can send a text message 
to PayPal that specifies the amount to be sent and the recipient’s phone number or email address.  (Users 
can also request funds by identifying a person and amount.).  Once PayPal authenticates the transaction, it 
routes the funds to the applicable accounts.  PayPal now offers a "bump" feature that enable users to 
exchange funds by physically "bumping" phones. 
 
 Depending how they are structured, P2P solutions can implicate state "money transmitter" laws 
and Federal AML laws that regulate and establish safety and soundness standards and AML requirements 
for the broad categories of "money transmission" and issuance, sale and redemption of "payment 
instruments."  Although they have historically applied to funds-transfer businesses like Western Union, 
money transmitter laws and AML can also apply to P2P (and other) payment solutions offered through 
mobile devices.  If a solution is subject to these laws, the offeror may be required to obtain licenses and 
register with government agencies, meet certain net worth requirements, post bonds, comply with 
reporting and customer identification rules, and satisfy other significant requirements. 
 

IV.  Conclusion 
 

 The mobile handset is driving revolutionary new forms of payment, which is causing rapid 
evolutions in the mobile commerce market.  Determining and allocating the legal risk applicable to any 
particular mobile commerce solution requires an understanding of how that solution relates to other 
mobile commerce business models and creative and fair approaches for filling gaps in the existing 
regulatory framework.  Doing so will allow all players in the mobile commerce chain to benefit from the 
technological advances that the mobile handset offers, while providing appropriate consumer protections. 


